WHAT IS LASER HAIR REMOVAL?
Laser hair removal is the process of removing unwanted hair. Permanent hair reduction occurs with each treatment, with generally five or more treatments needed for optimal results.

HOW DOES LASER HAIR REMOVAL WORK?
A beam of light is passed over the skin, disabling many of the hair follicles in the area being treated. State-of-the-art technology, administered by trained and medically supervised staff, leads to maximum efficacy and safety. Our FDA approved diode lasers offer clients the highest effectiveness, comfort, and safety.

WHAT ARE THE RESULTS?
With laser hair removal you can expect significant permanent hair reduction to the point where temporary hair removal methods are seldom, if ever, necessary. However, due to hormonal changes, genetics, hair color, and skin tone, some clients may need a few additional treatments in order to achieve their personal level of desired results.

WHAT MAKES SONA UNIQUE?
Beyond our advanced technology and fully certified staff, Sona offers you the Sona Lifetime Promise. The Sona Lifetime Promise provides you with two complimentary treatments, if needed, up to six months after your treatment package is completed. If additional treatments are ever desired, you will receive them at substantially reduced pricing, guaranteed for your lifetime.

WHAT AREAS CAN I TREAT?
We can remove hair from virtually any part of the body, such as:

- LEGS
- CHEST
- BIKINI
- NECK
- STOMACH
- LIP
- FACE
- ARMS
- BACK
- UNDERARMS